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HD Prime Pack User Manual

For Einscan Pro+

Introduction

Prime accelerates the scan speed in Handheld HD Scan Mode and captures rich details of
the scanned objects. It’s ideal for cultural heritage preservation, archiving, restoration, etc.

It enables feature alignment without markers or marker alignment in Handheld HD Scan
Mode.

The scanning speed is increased by 30% from normal HD mode, capturing high-accuracy and
high-resolution scan data more rapidly.

It captures more details than handheld rapid scan mode under HD prime without markers.

comparison of scan details captured by Pro Rapid mode and HD Prime

Specification

Frame Rate

Use Distance

Supported OS

Operating Environment

Sensor Size

10 fps

400-600mm

Windows 7，8.1，10， 64bit

Indoor

110mm*34mm*51mm（L×W×H）
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1. Prepare your PC

1.1 Make sure you got the latest update for the EinScan Software (V2.7.06 is the latest)

You can download it here:

Website:

https://www.einscan.com/software-download

If the website doesn’t work, please contact technician via einscan_support@shining3d.com

2. Preparing Scanner

2.1. Fix the HD Prime Pack on the Scanner and make sure it doesn’t move. Take the Hex tool
for it. If you put the scanner on the table grab it at the camera and turn/spin it. The whole
scanner should turn with it.

Fix

https://www.einscan.com/software-download
mailto:einscan_support@shining3d.com
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Loose

2.2 Plug the HD Prime into the scanner
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Make sure to have the red dot towards the top of the scanner.

2.3 Check Device Manager

- under imaging devices, you have to see 4 cameras. If there is any other device listed,
please disable it.

2.4 Firmware Upgrade: if you connect the scanner for the first time with the HD Prime Pack
attached, it could be that your scanner needs a firmware upgrade. Then the following
window will show up when you start the EinScan software. It only has to be done once.

Click Yes and the upgrade begins.

Important: Make sure the scanner is connected well and don’t disconnect the device.

If there is a power failure or the connection is cut off during this process, please contact
technician via einscan_support@shining3d.com

2.5 If the upgrade went wrong and the Scanner in HD Prime mode only shows 7 lines instead
of 64 you have to upgrade manually with the firewire_upgrate_tool.exe in the EinScan
folder.

3. Calibrate

- Calibrate the Scanner with HD Prime Pack attached. You will see the calibration steps in
the EinScan Software.

mailto:einscan_support@shining3d.com
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4. Set Exposure

4.1 At first you have to set the exposure of the cameras from the Scanner

Exposure too bright Exposure too dark

Exposure good
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4.2 Then you have to set the exposure of the HD Prime Pack

Exposure too bright Exposure too dark

Exposure good
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5. Tips for Scanning

5.1 How to avoid Misalignment

A) Avoid putting the objects on white surfaces.

Just lay a black towel or something else under it.
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B) Ensure the object has enough geometry, otherwise add geometry (some small balls or
something else)

Object with not enough geometry with added geometry


